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All kids love playing with LEGO bricks; while some build cars and
houses, some kids go on to build prosthetics. That's exactly what
David Aguilar from Andorra did.
After making headlines for his Guinness World Record in 2017 for
the world’s first functional LEGO prosthetic arm, he has now built
a LEGO prosthetic arm for an 8-year-old who doesn't have limbs. 

Engineering prosthetics out of LEGO bricks

Born with a congenital disease named Poland Syndrome, David was born without a right forearm. Aguilar says he
was bullied in school as a young kid for being different. His condition, however, did not stop him from dreaming
big; through creativity, he turned his difference into something truly authentic.

Aguilar, also known as "Hand Solo", started designing his first prosthetic arm out of LEGO bricks at the tender age
of nine. Further building on his initial design, Aguilar successfully created the first working prosthetic arm out of
LEGO in 2017, exactly nine years later at the age of 18.

David  Aguilar  is  now  studying  bioengineering  and  is  planning  to  build  more
prosthetics using cheaper materials with smart designs.

His unique and affordable designs caught the attention of Beknur's family, who is
an eight-year-old  who  struggles  with  carrying  out  simple  tasks  due  to  his
underdeveloped limbs. The family contacted Aguilar if he could build a prosthetic
arm out of LEGO bricks. After hearing about Beknur, he decided to build two for
each arm. Aguilar lovingly named the prosthetics MK-Beknur and eMK-Beknur. He
can use one for picking up objects and the other for using a tablet. What's more,
building them cost just $18 (€15).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0UB-gQ30sE
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Nervous System Worksheet 

1. Match the descriptions in the table below with the terms in the list.

Neuron, Synapse, Sensory impulse (=message), Motor impulse (=message), Neurotransmitter, Cell Body, 
Nerve, Brain, Reflex, Stimulus

1. A rapid automatic response to a stimulus. 

2. Nerve message from the central nervous system to the outer parts (muscles, skin,
glands) of the body

3. Organ that serves as the centre of the nervous system in all vertebrate animals

4.  Cell  within  the  nervous  system  that  transmit  information  to  other  nerve  cells,
muscle, or gland cells. 

5.  Object, event, or factor capable of inciting a physiological response

6. The connection between two neurons

7. Nerve message from the sensory receptors to the brain or spinal cord

8. The part of the nerve cell containing the nucleus. 

9. One of the bundles of fibres, with the accompanying tissues, which transmit nervous
impulses between nerve centres and various parts of the animal body 

10. The chemical secreted into the gap between neurons at a synapse. 

2. Select the correct proposal(s)

Brain
a. create motor impulses and send them to the muscles
b. create sensory impulses and send them to the muscles
c. receive motor impulses from the sensory receptors
d. receive sensory impulses from the sensory receptors

In a synapse
a. electric nerve impulses are converted into chemical messages
b. chemical nerve impulses are converted into electric messages
c. electric nerve impulses control the releasing of neurotransmitters
d. neurotransmitters control the releasing of electric nerve messages



Nervous system

The human nervous system allows the body to respond to its environment by monitoring sensory stimuli,
interpreting the information provided by the senses and suggesting an appropriate response.
This nervous system has two anatomic subdivisions : 

- the central nervous system is composed of the brain and the spinal cord which are protected by
the cranium and vertebral column.

- the peripheral nervous system consists of  sensory receptors,  nerves and ganglia.  A nerve is a
cord-like bundle of fibers made up of neurons through which sensory stimuli and motor impulses pass  and a
ganglion is an aggregation of nerve cell bodies located in the peripheral nervous system. 

The sensory nervous system carries signals from various receptors (sense organs and simple sensory nerve
endings) to the central nervous system. This pathway informs the central nervous system (the brain and the
spinal cord) of stimuli within and around the body. These sensory information are constantly sent to the brain
by sensory nerves. The brain interprets and co-ordinates all the incoming information. The motor system then
sends a response back via the motor nerves telling the muscles how to contract individually and in relation to
other muscles. 

a. Draw a diagram showing how stimulation of a sensory receptor causes muscle movement.
Use the following words : central nervous system – motor nerve – sensory nerve – sensory receptor – muscle
– stimulus – nerve impulse

c. Complete the nerve and neuron legends

Nerve structure Neurons and synapse



d. Explain with one or more diagrams how nerve impulses are transmitted across a synapse

Video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhowH0kb7n0
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